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Abstncl. Natural languages havc very complicated Structures but an: highly redundant. Statistical studies of 
a language an: extremely Important in numerous fields of knowledge. II\C1uding Education. LmgulshcS. 
Computers and Communications. 
"The aim of this paper IS to study the word statistics of the Arab,c Language with the IntentIon of 
esumating the informatIOn content of Arabic based on word entropy. Actual stausucs of frequencies of Arabic 
based on a 700.000-word sample will be u.sed to demonstrate the applicability ofLpfs Law to the Arabic 
language. Word and leller enoopy and redundancy of ArabiC an:: then deduced and compared WIth 
corre.sponding values of Enghsh. 
1. Introduction 
Language is t he most basic fonn of human communication. It is the most natural, and 
still the most common, way to exchange in fonnation and knowledge. Electronic 
Communications (hereafter referred to simply as communications) is the technology of 
processi ng and transferring infonnation. As such, communication is heavi ly used to 
Iransfer language-based infonnation. Natural languages have extremely complicated 
structures. While different languages may have varying degrees of complex ity, they all 
share highly non-uniform statistical structures. Every language has a high degree of built-
in redundancy that enables the speakers of that language to understand it (extract 
information) even if some parts of the spoken or written message are distorted or 
changed. One can say that a language has a very robust built-i n forward error correcting 
(FEe) coding, and the human brain has an extremely sophisticated decoder unmatched 
by any "artificial" FEe scheme ever proposed. 
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Computational Linguistics is the branch of knowledge concerned with the study of 
the quantitative properties of language [1-4\. But the study of the statistical properties of 
a language are also useful in many other fields including education. journalism and mass 
media, computers and communications. In communications, in particular, the statistical 
properties of nalUral languages are extremely importam for both source encoding 
(data compression) and for cryptographic applications [4-9]. 
A language can be modeled as a discrete Markov source with a finite symbol 
alphabet and different degrees of inter·symbol dependency. The alphabet set can be 
individual leiters or words in the case of a written language or individual phonemes in a 
spoken language. This paper is concerned with words in printed Arabic. Most previous 
studies of information content of Arabic considered only the leiters of the Arabic 
alphabet {I ,2.8. 1O}. The Information Content or Entropy (H in bit/symbol) of an 
information source (such as a language) is defined as the statistical average of 
information per message (sequence of symbols) produced by the source. The entropy of 
degree N is given b y [5,8.9] : 
H = 
N 
( 1 ) 
where Pk =P (Xk N) is the probability of Xk N. the messagc consisting of N consecuti ve 
symbols and M is the number of all possible ( Pk > 0 ) messages of length N. Since some 
messages (sequences of N consecutive symbols) may never be produced by the source 
( p = 0), it follows that: M ::s LN , where L is the size of the source's alphabet or the total 
number of the different symbols avai lable. For example. Arabic has L = 30 characters 
(letters or symbols) including space (29 without space); English has L = 27 (26 without 
space). In decimal numbering system, there are 10 different symbols (0. 1.2 ..... 9). whi le 
for bi nary sources, L = 2 (0 and I). 
Entropy is a statistical parameter that measures the degree of unccrtainty about the 
output of the source. Alternatively, entropy is the minimum number of binary digits (bits) 
per symbol required to code a language in the most optimum code. Equation (I ) shows 
that entropy depends on the statistical properties of the language which is quite complex. 
As a first (but highly unrealistic) approximation. if symbols (messages of length 
one, N = 1) are assumed to have equal probabilities (uniform distribution). then the zero-
degree entropy is: 
bit/symbol (2) 
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H. is an upper limit on entropy. For Arabic with 30 letters (including space), Ho= 
Log
2
30 = 4.91 bitlletter (= 4.76 for English). If space is not considered as a letter, then 
H. = Log2 29 = 4.86 bitlletter (= 4.7 for English) [8]. 
The first degree entropy, H J ' takes into accounlthe probability of each symbol 
(letter or word) as a random variable independent of preceding symbols. H J can be 
obtained by seuing N = 1 in Equation (I). Although still an approximation since 
languages have complex interdependencies between letters, words and sentences, H J is 
much closer to the real entropy than Ho. The more we take symbol statistical 
interdependency (the higher value of N or the longer sequences) into account, the better 
results we obtain. In the limit, the actual language entropy (or information content) is: 
(3) 
where 
H .$ H s: .... S:H S: H :s Ho 
N-I 2 I 
(4) 
The equal signs are applicable when symbol inter-dependencies disappear. 
Redundancy, H, of a language (or any information source) is defined as the difference 
between maximum entropy, Ho (i.e., when all symbols are independent and of equal 
probability) and the real entropy H. 
R = Ho - H (5) 
Relative Redundancy, r. is ratio of redundancy to the maximum entropy. Hence, 
r = R/Ho = I - H/Ho (6) 
For the last 40 years, there has been many publications addressing the information-
theoretic aspects of different European languages [5,9,11,12]. However, limited results 
on the information properties of Arabic started to appear only recently [1,2,4,8,10]. In 
an earlier paper [8), the entropy, H, of Arabic was estimated to be 2.05 bitlletter, which 
gives redundancy, H, of 2.86 bitlletter and relative redundancy, r, of 58%. The above 
results are generally higher than the corresponding values of English (H = 1.23, r = 74% 
(8)). So, Arabic is less redundant (has more information content) than a typical European 
language such as English. This can be panly explained by the fact that unlike European 
languages, printed Arabic does not require the use of short vowels as stand-alone letters. 
Instead Arabic uses special forms of diacritical signs that are marked above or below 
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consonant letters to indicate short vowels (e.g., _ ). In modern standard 
printed (or hand-written) Arabic texts, these signs are not usually shown but are left to be 
understood from the context and types of words used. This, of course, could make Arabic 
a little more prone to errors or misunderstanding by unskilled readers. Diacritical signs 
may have to be explicitly shown in important documents and in situations where 
confusion or disputes may arise. The aim of this paper is to study the information content 
of the Arabic language based on actual word statistics. Next section introduces Zipfs law 
of word probability distribution in any language. Section 3 presents the main 
contributions ofthis'paper which include: 
• Description of the actual Arabic word statistics employed in the study 
• Demonstration of the applicability of Zipfs law applicability to the Arabic language 
• Estimation of word and letter entropies for Arabic using two methods--a direct one 
and one using Zipfs law 
• Comparison of the results obtained for Arabic and corresponding results for English 
The last two sections present some discussion of the approach and results and final 
conclusions. 
2. Word Entropy and Zipf's Law 
An alternative way to finding entropy of a language using statistics of N-gram 
character strings is to use word statistics [5-8]. To compute word entropy Hw 
(bits/word), Equation (I) is modified as follows: 
H = 
w 
M L p(wk )Log2 [p(wk )] ,., (7) 
where p(wJJ is the probability of occurrence (or frequency) of word number k. The 
summation is performed over all word vocabulary of size M. M is the total number of 
meaningful words (i.e., words where p( wk) > 0). Shannon suggested that letter entropy 
(bitslletter) be estimated by dividing the word entropy by the average word length [5]: 
H = H I N (8) 
w w 
where N is the average number of leiters per word. N for Arabic was estimated to be 
w w 
5.17 letters/word (with space) or 4.17 (without space) [6,8]. The corresponding values 
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for English are 5.5 and 4.5 lellers/word respectively [5,SJ. The fact that Arabic words 
are generally shorter than English words can again be explained by absence of short 
vowels in printed Arabic as discussed earlier. 
In order to compute word entropy for English, Shannon made use of Zipfs Law to 
estimate the probability of words in English [5]. The American linguist G. K. Zipf 
(5,13,14J proposed a simple law to estimate the frequency of occurrence of various 
words in any language. Zipfs Law is given by: 
p( w ) "" 
k 
A Ik (9) 
where A is a constant depending on the language under consideration, and k is the order 
of the word in terms of its frequency. So, if the words in a language are ordered in 
decreasing order of frequency of occurrence (from the most frequent to the least 
frequent), then, on the average, the second most frequent word (the third, the fourth ... or 
the kth) occurs half (one-third, one-fourth, .... or one_kth) as many times as the most 
frequently used word. It was found that Zipfs approximation holds remarkably well for 
many quite different languages including English, Yiddish, Old German and Norwegian 
[5,9, Ill. Figure 1 shows the fit of Zipfs Law to actual word frequencies for English 
[5.11]. 
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Based on actual Arabic word statistics, this paper will show that Zipfs Law is 
also valid for Arabic (See Next Section). To the best of the author's knowledge, no other 
work has been done before to test the applicability ofZipfs Law to Arabic. 
The language-dependent constant A is usually estim~ted from curve filting of 
actual word statistics of the language under consideration and a straight line on a log-log 
scale (For English, A was found to be about 0.1). Another systematic and more accurate 
method to estimate the constant A will be presented in this paper (see next section.). 
Since p(w~ is a probability funclion then: 
M 
L Alk (10) K., 
So based on A, there is a specific M (total number of words under consideration) for the 
sum to equal exactly one. For English with A =:: 0.1, M was found to be 12366 [12]. In 
his famous paper [51, Shannon had made a computational slip that gave erroneous results 
(M =:: 8727 and word entropy = 11.82 bit/word) [5]. Such an error remained undctected 
for more than 20 years [12]. To find word entropy, Equations (7), (9) and (10) are used 
to get: 
M L.. A/k[Log2(A/k)] 
K·' 
M L [Log2 (k)/k J-LOg2 (A) K., 
(11) 
(12) 
The English word entropy (with A = 0.1 and M = 12366) is found from Equation (12) to 
be 9.71 bit/word. Using Equation (8), the ietler entropy of English is 2.16 bit/letter 
based on 4.5 letter per word without space [9, 11,12] (or 9.71/5.5 = 1.77 bitJIetler with 
space). 
3. Arabic Word Entropy 
Studies on the Arabic word statistics were performed by different researchers 
{1-3,7,15]. As far as the author knows, however, the work of Abdo [3] is the best and 
most reliable linguistic study. Abdo's sources included four cartier lists containing about 
715,000 words of the most frequent Arabic words taken from different modern printed 
Arabic sources such as newspapers, elementary reading textbooks and general books in 
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diverse fields including poetry, literature, history, economics, education and sociology. 
Abdo's list contains 3025 words that are the most frequent in printed Arabic together 
with their number of occurrences in the four source lists. Table I is a list of the 50 most 
frequent words in Arabic which account for about 30% of all printed Arabic words. The 
first 100 words accounts for more than 36% of total words in Arabic text. The 3025 
words of Abdo's list account for nearly 83.4% of all printed Arabic words. All 
remaining words, not listed in Abdo's list, account for only about 16% of words in 
normal Arabic texIS. 
Abdo's statistics have been used by the author and his student to study the 
information-theoretic properties of the Arabic language [6,7]. In particular, the 
probabilities of the 3025 most frequent Arabic words were used 10 test the applicability 
of Zipfs Law to Arabic. The author is not aware of any similar study for Arabic. 
Figure 2 is a plol (on a log-log scale) of Arabic word actual probabilities, p (wJ:). 
versus word rank, k. The best straight line thai fits the actual probability distribution is a 
line (A I k ) with A :::0.11. 
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Fig. 2. Application or :r.ipf's law to th~ Arabic language (word probability versus word rank). 
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A more accurate method to find the constantA is proposed here as follows: Since 
the 3025 most frequent Arabic words constitUie 83.4% of all Arabic words, then: 
"''' L A I K = 0.833509 (13) 
Using MATHCAD@ mathematical package on a PC, the A was found to be A 
0.09700936. 
Table I. A list of the 50 most fr«Jutnl Arabic words and their robabilitie!l of occurrence 
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Next, we turn our attention to finding an estimate of the total number of Arabic 
words that are used in any text (100% of all useable words). Since 1:1 00 lIn is not finite, 
we need to find the mallimum Arabic vocabulary size M such that the sum A(I + 112 + 
113 + 114 + ..... + 11M) is as close to unity as possible. By iteration using MATHCAO®, 
M was found to be 16832 words which gives: 
.om 
L 0.09700936 I k = 1 _ 10-7 
.. ,
This means that with probability of about one (near certainty), any word we pick at 
random from any Arabic tellt will be one of the most frequent 16832 Arabic words. To 
recognize all words in any Arabic text, one has to know 16832 words (12366 for 
English). Finally, with A = 0.09700936 and M = 15543, we use Equation (12) to find 
word entropy of Arabic as: 
H = 9.98196391735 (bits/words) 
w 
(14) 
leiter entropy of Arabic is 1.9307 bit/letter including space (9.9819615.17) or 
2.3938 bitlletter (9.98196 14.17). Based on the above results, redundancy, R, of Arabic 
is 2.9762 bitlJetter (2.4642) and relative redundancy, r, is 6J% (5J%) with (without) 
space. 
Another more straightforward method to estimate Arabic word entropy is to 
directly use Equation (7), with actual word probabilities instead of Zipfs law 
approximated probabilities. A computer program was written and used to convert 
frequencies of occurrence of the 3025 most common words as given by Abdo into word 
probabilities, p ( wk ) (k = 1,2,3 ............ , 3025), and then compute word entropy, H w' 
letter entropy, H, redundancy, R, and relative redundancy, r, using Equations (7), (8), 
(5) and (6) respectively. The results obtained are: 
H = 
w 
9.6998 bit/word (15) 
H = 1.88 bitlJetter (2.33 without space) (16) 
R = 3.03 bitlJetter (2.53 without space) (17) 
, 
= 62% (52% without space) (18) 
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These results agree quile well (within 2%) with the results obtained above using Zipfs 
law in Equations (12). To the best of the author's knowledge, there are no published 
work describing the direct method presented above, and no similar results for English or 
any other language using the direct method are available. 
Recall that for English, Zipfs law results are 9.71 billword, 1.77 bitlleuer with 
space and 2.16 bitlletlcr without space. Accordingly, redundancy of English is 2.99 
bitlleuer with space (2.54 wilhom space) and relati ve redundancy is 62.8% (54% wilhoUi 
space), 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, actual Arabic word statistics were used to test Zipfs Law 
applicability to Arabic. The results have demonstrated that Zipfs Law holds quite well 
for Arabic. This adds more credibility to the correctness ofZipfs Law which was earlier 
found to hold for many different other languages. In addition, we have proposed a simple 
systematic method to estimate the value of the language constant A in Zipfs Law. The 
proposed method was used to find the constant A for the Arabic language. Zipfs Law 
was used to cstimate the vocabulary size of all words in printed Arabic today. A total of 
around 16850 Arabic words constitute all words in common use. 
Relevant formulas (based on Zipfs Law) have also been developed and used to 
compute Arabic word and letter entropies. Arabic word entropy is about 9.982 bit/word. 
Arabic letter entropy calculated from word entropy is 1.93 bitlletter including spaces 
between words, or 2.39 bit/lctter not counting space as a letter. These values are in close 
agreement with Arabic leiter entropy computed from individual letter statistics (2 and 2.4 
bitlletter, respectively (8].) 
An alternative direct method based on the use of actual word probabilities was 
also used to re-compute the same information-theoretic parameters. Results obtained 
using both approaches. the direct method and Zipfs law, are in close agreement. To 
summarize the different results derived in this paper, Table 2 is a tabulation of the 
important information properties of Arabic as in the paper together with corresponding 
value for English for comparison. 
Finally, two notes of caution, concerning the estimation of word entropy, are in 
order: 
i) Equation (7) implies that words are independent. Words in typical Arabic (or any 
other language) texts are not independent. The equation gives the first order word 
entropy. A more accurate, but for morc complex, method is to use Equation (I), 
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Table 1. Summary of tbe inforTlllltion-theoretic properties of Arabic and English 
Anbic English 
Parameter With spa« No space With space No spa« 
I · General 
1.1 - Number of letters 30 
" 
27 26 
1.2 • Average word length N" (IuJword) .5.11 4.11 S.S '5 
1.3 - MUlmum Entropy, H , (bitlk:ller) • \lO69 4.85199 4.1542 4.1004 
2 - Leiter stalistics (8) 
2.05 2.49 1.23 .. S 
2.I · Entropy.H (bi!lletter) 
2.8569 2.36199 3.5242 3.2004 
2.2 - Redundancy, R (bitJieller) 
58.2 % 48.6 % 14.1 'h 68.1 % 
2.3 - Relative Redundancy. r 
3 - AClUai word statistics 
3.1 - Number of Individual Words 3025 words RESULTS BASED ON 
3.2 - Size of Statistics Sample 115.000 words AcnJAL WORD 
3.3 -Word Entropy, H .. (bitlword) 9.699186 STATISTICS ARE NOT 
3.4 -Entropy, If (bitlletter) 1.8162 2.3261 AVAILABLE FOR 
3.5 - Redundancy, R (bitJietter) 3.0301 2.53 19 ENGLISH 
3.6 · Relative Redundancy" 618% 52.1 'I. 
4 • Zlprs law rt:5ullS 
4.1 - Language Constant, A 0.09100936 0.1 
4.2 - Number of words in language 16832 12366 
4.3 - Word Entropy, If" (bit/word) 9.9819631135 9 .11 
4.4 - EntrOpy, lf (bitllelter) 1.9301 2.3938 1.11 2. 16 
4.5 · Redundancy, R (bitJieller) 2.9162 2.4642 2.9842 2 . .5403 
4 6 -Relative Redundancy. r 60.6% 50.1 % 62.8 'I. 54.0% 
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with X; representing N consecutive words. This would require the use of n'h 
order word statistics which arc not generally available. Equation (7) is an over-
estimation of word entropy. 
ii) Equation (6) implies that letters within a word arc independent (i.e., the 
probability of a word is the product of the individual probabilities of each of the 
N leiters within the word.) Lener entropy computed from Equation (8) is an 
w 
underestimate. 
The overall result, however, is closer to reality since the errors in (i) and (ii) are in 
opposite direction. Equation (8) underestimates lctter entropy (Note ii) based on the use 
of an over-estimated word entropy (Note I). 
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